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1. Summary 

Water scarcity in dry regions affected by low clouds has motivated exploring strategies for obtaining fresh 

water from humid air. However, water harvesting with conventional fog water collectors (FWC) is subjected 

to many limitations. Traditional devices are inefficient and structurally unstable under strong winds. Also, 

deployment in the field is difficult. This has limited their wider spread use and it is one of the main reasons 

for the long-term failure of fog water harvesting projects. Within the framework of LifeNieblas, under 

Action C1, we have designed an innovative fog water collector (i-FWC) that aims resolving many of these 

limitations using 3D printing techniques. It is shown that collected fog water droplets are quickly 

evacuated and do not clog the devised screen, maximising fog water yields. Also, due to its 3D geometry, 

the new design is less affected by changes in wind direction and gusts, whereas its field display is facilitated. 

This i-FWC will be associated to individual plantlets in the reforestation area in order to improve their 

survival rate. 

This document describes the methods and instrumentation used to design, fabricate and test the 

different prototypes devised. Both lab and field experimental results aimed to maximising their fog water 

collection yield are shown. The main results and goals achieved are summarised in the following 

sections. Further information is included in Appendix I-IV. Additional audiovisual material may be accessed 

at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gF5OS_m4XYs7CV4SkD7zJOZ3yB0DrgAN 

 
 

2. Motivation and state of the art 

Traditional methods to collect fog water basically consist of a screen facing the prevailing wind 

direction. Fog water droplets (of the order of 1-50 μm) blown by the air are thus intercepted by the mesh 

due to their inertia; further droplets impinge and join those already adhered to the screen to form larger 

drops; and these slide along the mesh elements, falling under the influence of gravity into a trough or 

gutter, and are conveyed to a storage tank. Consequently, collection efficiency depends greatly on the 

speed and size of the water droplets (more specifically on the Stokes and Reynolds numbers), as well as 

the geometry and wettability of the obstacle, and therefore the characteristics of the impacting 

surface. More importantly, aerodynamic effects play a significant role, as moist air have to cross a screen 

that interrupts its free-flowing path. Both impaction and aerodynamic characteristics must therefore 

be fine-tuned in order to maximize the collection efficiency. A very sealed knitted structure would 

improve impaction but in detriment of the poor aerodynamics of a blunt obstacle. In other words, a fog 

collector works basically as a filter: a thick filter would retain most of the particles in the stream but does 

not permit free flow, while a loose open filter would allow rapid cross-flow but with low retention 

capacity. An additional complication of fog “filtering” is that, captured fog water drops may be lost by re-

entrainment back into the wind stream under strong gusts. 

Thus, many parameters affect the collection of fog water. On the fog water collector’s side, the 

diameter, geometry and orientation of the impacting mesh filaments, the mesh shading (i.e., 

percentage of area covered by the solid screen) and number of collecting layers are the main aspects to be 

considered. Also, the material of the screen and its surface characteristics (wettability, adhesion) are 

relevant. From the point of view of the fog stream, the liquid water content, size of fog water droplets and 

wind velocity are relevant issues to take into account. Fog liquid water content represents only an 

amount of the order of 0.1–1.25 grams of water per cubic meter of air, and it is 
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determined by the density and size distribution of the fog droplets. Liquid water content thus limits the 

potential (maximum) volume of water that can be obtained from the fog. 

 

 
Given these requirements, i.e., sufficient wind speed, high liquid water content, appropriate size of the 

impaction elements and fog droplets, different collectors can be devised for capturing fog water artificially. 

In this respect, fog water gauges are usually either three-dimensional (thus fairly independent of 

wind direction) or flat structures provided with some kind of mesh or vertical filament array. Artificial 

fog water collectors have typical capturing surfaces of the order of a few square meters (0.5–10 m2). 

Given the rather low water yields usually obtained by artificial means, low-tech designs, such as framed 

mesh screens held by two poles, have prevailed over more sophisticated collectors in practical 

applications. Accordingly, their maintenance is minimal, however the mesh and foundations may be 

damaged because of wind forces. An alternative to resolve these issues has been the use of parallelepiped 

and more complex 3D shapes at the expense of an increase in costs and difficulty of field deployment, and 

consequently their less frequent presence in previous projects. Other disadvantages of FWC include their 

dependence on the meteorological conditions and the topography of the area, and thus their reduced 

reliability when a constant fog water supply is desired. 

Several studies around the World have reported daily fog water collection yields ranging from 0.2 to 4 

L·m−2·d−1. As mentioned above, the collection capacity of a particular mesh structure depends on its design, 

but it is also strongly influenced by the speed of winds blowing normal to the collection surface, thus the 

comparison or extrapolation of these values to other scenarios may be challenging, because different fog 

conditions, collection periods, and mesh designs have been used in these studies. Another issue that is 

usually obviated in many fog harvesting projects is the total cost of the installation and, therefore, 

comparisons among these are not straightforward. In this regard, storage, pumping and distribution of the 

collected water is generally not specified, despite it represents the most expensive and troublesome part 

of the installation. 

 
 

3. Objectives 

The objective of the current project action is to develop a fog water collector ad hoc for providing water 

to plantlets of reforested laurisilva trees in Valleseco, El Andén (Gran Canaria) in order to improve their 

survival rate. The design will be based on first principles of fog droplets impaction and aerodynamics of 

permeable screens, in order to maximise water yields. Modular scalability, self-ground-sustenance, 

self-mounting, lightness and portability will be criteria taken into account to overcome some of the 

disadvantages of current FWC. Collectors will be associated to individual plants or a small group of 

them so the costs and difficulties associated with water storage and distribution are circumvented. 

Experiments were carried out in a wind tunnel where artificial fog was generated in order to fine-tune the 

characteristics of the screen. Also, some computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations were run to 

assist the design of both the wind tunnel and the FWC prototype. In addition, different screen designs 

were tested under real conditions at the experimental site in Taborno (Tenerife). Taborno is situated at 

1015 m a.s.l. in the Anaga Massif, declared as Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO in 2015. The location and 

orientation of the Taborno site, fully equipped with meteorological instrumentation and subjected to 

frequent fog episodes throughout the year, permits monitoring and testing of different screen design 

parameters in a natural foggy environment. 
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4. The conceptual idea 

Basically, traditional fog water collectors consist of a rectangular standing frame covered with a 

commercial mesh which is exposed to the predominant winds. Wind driven fog droplets impact by inertia 

on the screen filaments, resulting on water films that coalesce and build up to a sufficient volume that 

triggers slipping and drainage by gravity to a reservoir below. Such conventional devices are inefficient, i.e., 

less than 10% of the liquid water present in the air is recovered. Clogging of the cross-linked screen and 

re-entrainment of captured water drops back into the wind stream are responsible for such low 

aerodynamical efficiency. Also, due to their 2D geometry, they are structurally unstable under strong 

winds. In this respect there has been little innovation so far, principally because the improvement of 

conventional collectors has been subjected to the availability of inefficient commercial meshes not 

intended originally for this purpose. With this in mind, the conceptual idea to be tested starts with the 

virtual sectioning of a flat screen that is displaced on the horizontal axis in a ladder-like structure as 

schematically shown in Fig. 1. The wind exposed area remains unaltered but, by displacing the original 

vertical flat collector on the horizontal axis, we gain structural stability. A three-dimensional design is also 

preferred over 2D geometries, since the former is favourably oriented to the wind most of the time, so 

water yields would be more stable throughout the year. A 3D structure also favours self-ground-

sustenance. In addition, harp-like screens with parallel fibres will be selected instead of cross-linked 

meshes, because clogging and poor aerodynamics are thus minimised. Therefore, the usual cross-linked 

mesh will be replaced by a series of 3D printed vertical comb-like collecting surfaces. Unentangled fibres 

avoid adhesion of drops at intersecting knots, thus reducing the transit time of the collected water within 

the system. This facilitates fast removal of attached micro-drops and therefore prevents clogging and 

re-entrainment. Thus, presumably improving the efficiency. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual idea behind the prototype design. A traditional 2D flat collector is segmented and projected 

in a ladder-like arrangement of vertical comb-like screens. 

 
 

5. Field tests of harp-like screens 

Despite the large amount of bibliography generated over more than half a century of fog related 

studies, little has been advanced on the systematic investigation of fog water collection under natural 
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field conditions. In fact, much of our current knowledge comes from findings obtained from 

simplified systems of droplet impingement on cylinders and transport of aerosols, such as the wind 

dispersal of pollen and spores. Consequently, little is known about the optimum configuration of fog water 

collectors under real field conditions. Notice, that in contradistinction to experiments under a controlled 

set-up, field data takes into account variable liquid water content, droplet distribution and wind velocity, so 

this permits us to verify whether conclusions derived in the lab under a single parameter modification 

(e.g. wind velocity) and artificial fog are extendable to a real foggy scenario with wider variability. 

5.1. Optimum single-filament diameter 

The field testing of screens at the experimental site in Taborno (Tenerife) was carried out following a 

bottom-up strategy in terms of complexity. First, we looked for an optimum filament diameter by 

displaying single nylon wires of variable section, from 0.12 up to 4 mm, under foggy conditions and 

measuring the fog water collected in plastic bottles below each string (Fig. 2). To this regard, 

concomitant measurements of meteorological conditions, visibility and fog water collection with a 

cylindrical fog water catcher, provided us with valuable information. Continuous maintenance of these 

facilities was necessary. Collected water was measured every two weeks by weighting the filled bottles that 

were replaced by new ones. Once a sufficiently large data set was gathered, this was filtered based on 

visibility conditions and concomitant meteorological information provided by the available in situ 

instrumentation. In addition, experiments were also carried out with metal, braided and sanded (with 

sandpaper of different numbers) filaments to study the effect of microtexture, rugosity and material on 

the collection efficiency, but no conclusive results were obtained in this respect. 
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Fig. 2. Set-up of single nylon filaments of varying diameter (top) and detail of collecting bottles (bottom) 

displayed in the Taborno field site. 

 

 
Analysis of 3 months of collected data showed that, under variable field foggy conditions, in the long term, 

the smaller the strand diameter the higher the collection rate per surface unit, i.e. the fog water 

collection efficiency increases rapidly as the impacting filament section is reduced, in concordance 

with theoretical results. However, some deviation was observed from previous impaction models 

encountered in the bibliography (Fig. 3). This behaviour may be explained in terms of the object stopping 

distance such that, as the filament diameter increases, the air streamlines move around it a greater 

distance ahead. Consequently, the probability of inertial impaction of fog droplets transported by the 

wind decreases, since this would scape more easily. The results show that this effect prevails and exhibits a 

monotonic consistent trend independently of the variability in wind and droplet distribution occurring 

during the measurement period. This is an encouraging result, that permits us to extrapolate 

conclusions obtained in the lab to real field conditions with confidence. 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of fog water collection with filament diameter (top) under field conditions and 

comparison with previous fitting impaction models published in the bibliography. 

 

 
5.2. Aerodynamic effects on the filament interspacing in a harp-like arrangement 

In isolated single filament experiments, aerodynamic effects may be disregarded and collection 

efficiency is mainly affected by the droplet impaction phenomena, as we have discussed above. 

However, when several filaments are combined in an array, aerodynamic phenomena come into play and, 

therefore, filament interspacing distance and the shading coefficient of the screen have a relevant 

effect. In order to study this contribution to the fog water collection yield, we first varied the strand 

diameter from ∅=0.3, 0.6, 2.4 up to 4 mm, but maintaining a constant fractional coverage of 30% in 

different 2D harp-like 1 m tall screen displays, i.e. the interspacing was varied from 1 to 13.3 mm (and the 

number of filaments accordingly). Notice that, in this case, an interplay arises between filament diameter 

(the smaller the diameter the greater the impaction efficiency) and the number of strings (the thinner the 

higher the number of filaments and the shorter the interspacing). The different arrangements were 

initially associated to collecting plastic bottles and then to autonomous individual pluviometers to have a 

better control over single fog episodes (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Experimental set up of harp-like filament arrangements of varying diameter and constant shading 

coefficient, SC=30% displayed in Taborno experimental site. 

 

 
The results obtained showed a large variability in the water collection yield during the period of 

measurement (over 3 months) due to the prevailing meteorological conditions of different fog 

episodes. In the long term, the cumulative totals revealed to be higher for both the thinner (∅=0.3 mm) 

and thicker (∅=4 mm) filaments, i.e. closely spaced (1 mm) more efficient thin strings (∅=0.3 mm) 

collected similar amounts of fog water than thicker (∅=4 mm) widely separated (13.3 mm) filaments of 

equal overall shading coefficient (30%). Intermediate arrangements (∅=0.6 mm and 

∅=2.4 mm) rendered lower yields (Fig. 5). This put in evidence the aerodynamic effects arising as a 

consequence of the air stream crossing an array of parallel strings and their non-linear contribution over 

the droplet impaction phenomena on single filaments. 
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Fig. 5. Fog water collection yields obtained for varying filament interspacing in a harp-like 

arrangement with constant shading coefficient, SC=30%. Top: variability observed during various foggy 

periods for the different string arrangements; bottom: variation of total cumulative fog water yield with 

the filament interspace distance. Each colour corresponds to different filament diameter and 

interspacing. 

 

 
5.3. The effect of screen coverage of harp-like arrangements 

Finally, we selected a fix filament diameter of 2.4 mm and studied the effect of increasing the screen 

coverage, from SC=20, 30, 40, 60, up to SC=80%, of different harp 1-m long fog water collectors. The fog water 

collected was directed to individual pluviometers below connected to a datalogger to have continuous 

registration of the volumes measured (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. Experimental set up of harp-like filament arrangements with different shading coefficient (from left to 

right: SC= 30, 20, 40, 60, 80%) displayed in the Taborno experimental site. 

 

 
A fractional coverage of 30% provided maximum cumulative collection yields, i.e. neither the tightest mesh 

(SC=20%) nor the most open (SC=80%), but an intermediate covered screen (SC=30%), was the one that 

collected more fog water (Fig. 7). This shows the need of considering not only the droplet impaction 

phenomenology (i.e. single filaments) but, more importantly, the aerodynamic effects emanating from 

the 2D arrangement of filaments. In the next step we aim to combine the best of both worlds, i.e. 

maximum coverage with increased aerodynamic efficiency, by fabricating 3D multiple layer staggered 

meshes and systematically testing them in the wind tunnel. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 7. Variation of total cumulative fog water yield under field conditions of harp-like filament 

arrangements of varying shading coefficient, SC. 

 
 

6. Instrumentation for the lab experiments 

As discussed above, many parameters affect the collection of fog water: diameter, geometry and 

orientation of the impacting screen elements, shading (i.e., percentage of area covered by the solid screen) 

and number and disposition of collecting layers. Also, the fog liquid water content, size of droplets and 

wind velocity are relevant issues to take into account. To be able to keep control of these manifold 

variables, we built and instrumented a wind tunnel to carry out experiments where each of them are 

modified sequentially. 

6.1. The wind tunnel 

The wind tunnel is shown schematically in Fig. 8. To arrive to the definitive design, a series of 

computer simulations were carried out to confirm the absence of vortices and that laminar flow was 

achieved along the wind tunnel in collaboration with ULL (Fig. 9). Also, the geometry of its different parts 
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was optimised by means of numerical experiments to ensure the right conditions in pressure 
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drop, air velocity gradients and attachment of the boundary layer necessary for the correct mixing of the 

artificial fog atomized inside the tunnel. Once we were confident that these conditions were met, we 

proceed to the construction. Fig. 10 shows different stages during the assembly of the tunnel at the ICIA 

mechanical workshop and the resulting finalised structure located in the hydraulic lab. From left to right, the 

6 m long tunnel consists of a 3 m galvanized steel sheet diffusing cone where the fog water nebulizers are 

introduced through different orifices on the side (see below); this is attached to a contraction cone prior to 

the removable methacrylate test chamber, where the fog collector prototypes are inserted; it follows a 

diffuser and an electric fan to circulate the air along the tunnel. A variable frequency drive (AFD) permits 

control of the fan velocity and therefore a range of wind speeds from 2-8 m s-1, typical under field 

conditions (Fig. 11). Wind velocity and relative humidity inside the tunnel during the experiments were 

monitored with a hot-wire anemometer (Beha Amprobe) (Fig. 12). The pressure drop ahead the tested 

fog water collection screens was measured with a Pitot tube (PCE Instruments) (Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 8. Scheme of the wind tunnel showing its different parts. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. An example of the series of prior computer simulations carried out for the correct design of the wind 

tunnel. 
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Fig. 10. Different stages during the construction of the wind tunnel by ICIA personnel and the final product 

located in our hydraulic lab. 
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Fig. 11. Fan and variable frequency drive (AFD) for controlling the air velocity inside the wind tunnel. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 12. Handheld and hot-wire anemometer for monitoring air velocity and relative humidity inside the 

wind tunnel. 
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Fig. 13. Handheld and Pitot tube air flow meter for measuring pressure drops inside the test chamber as a 

consequence of interruption of the wind stream by the fog water collection prototypes tested. 

 

 
6.2. Instrumentation of the wind tunnel: artificial fog water droplet generation 

In order to reproduce the characteristics of the real fog present in the field, high relative humidity (>95%) 

and a range of water micro-droplet sizes (1-50 µm) are needed. Thus, different humidification systems were 

introduced along the diffusing cone to meet these requirements (Fig. 14). First, on the wind tunnel 

entrance, an adiabatic humidifier increases the relative humidity (RH) and lowers the temperature of the 

ambient air by spraying water on a bank of screens. Next a steam humidifier further increases the air 

water vapor content up to values of RH> 95% inside the diffuser. After revising the available literature 

and possible suppliers, two different fog generating systems were selected This was so in order to cover 

the whole span of droplet sizes present in natural fog (1-50 µm). An ultrasonic nebulizer, that produces 

small drops in the lower range (1-5 µm), and also a high-pressure nebulizer for the upper droplet 

diameter interval (5-50 µm) were acquired. For the former we chose the Humisonic nebulizer and for the 

latter the adiabatic atomizer ChillBooster from Carel Industries. The Humisonic consists of a small water 

storage tank and piezoelectric transducers that vibrates in order to produce the vapour mist. The 

ChillBooster essentially comprises a cabinet with a 10 bar pressurizing pump and a system of nozzles 

mounted onto steel manifolds to be arranged around the condensing unit (Fig. 15). To meet the water 

pressure requirements of this equipment, a pumping and filter system was installed prior to the inlet of 

the Humisonic and the Chilbooster (Fig. 16). Leftover water was derived to a tank and recirculated to 

minimize water waste (Fig. 17). Fog water collection efficiencies and yields of the prototypes were 

calculated from the weight difference between the consumed and drained water below the screen 

measured with two balances (Fig. 18). These were connected to a computer such that weights could be 

registered continuously (Fig. 15). 
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Fig. 14. Different stages of the artificial fog conditions generated inside the wind tunnel. 
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Fig. 15. From top to bottom: Ultrasonic fog generator, steam humidifier, high pressure atomizer, duct 

distributor with spraying nozzles and overall view of the instrumented humification cone of the wind 

tunnel. 
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Fig. 16. Water pump system installed at the inlet of the ultrasonic humidifier. 
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Fig. 17. Recirculation system showing water pump and storage tank. 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 18. Digital balance at the Humisonic inlet (left) and at the wet chamber drainage gutter (right) to 

measure weighing differences for determination of fog water collection yields of the prototypes. 

 

 
6.3. Instrumentation of the wind tunnel: water vapour phase generation 

During the course of the early experiments in the wind tunnel we detected that variations in the 

ambient temperature and relative humidity (RH) conditions were affecting the results. Low humidity 

provokes evaporation of the injected fog microdroplets and therefore fog water collection may be 

hindered. Thus, in order to achieve a higher and more stable RH, an adiabatic humidifier was 

designed and constructed at ICIA mechanical workshop. This is comprised of a cube with a series of parallel 

vertical screens placed inside, where water is sprayed by means of micro sprinklers (Fig. 19). A tray below 

collects the dripping water and this is recirculated with a pump. The system works under the principle of 

adiabatic cooling whereby a wet surface evaporates and therefore decreases its temperature. As the air 

passes through the wet screens this increases the RH and reduces its temperature. By placing the 

adiabatic humidifier at the entrance of the wind tunnel, higher and more stable humidity of the air stream 

was therefore achieved. 
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Fig. 19. Adiabatic humidifier constructed at ICIA placed at the entrance of the wind tunnel. In the right 

hand side photo, the shading screens have been removed to show the sprinkling system used to wet and cool 

the passing air. 

About a 10% increment in the RH of the incoming air was attained with the above system. However, in order 

to reach conditions close to vapor saturation characteristic of the foggy environment in the forest 

(RH>95%), an active water vapor generator is required. We intend to reproduce natural 

environmental features as close as possible, such that results now obtained in the lab may be 

extrapolated later to the field with confidence. Thus, a steam humidifier, not initially planned in the 

project instrumentation, was acquired. After some calculations of the steam flow rate needed for a range 

of air velocities of 2-8 m s-1 inside the wind tunnel, we decided to buy the heaterSteam UR002 (Carel 

Industries, S.p.A.) which can provide up to 2 Kg h-1 of water vapor and reach RH=100% with a precision of 

±1% (Fig. 20). 
 

 

Fig. 20. Steam humidifier acquired to be able to reproduce inside the wind tunnel foggy conditions close to 

those present in the field. Close-up view of the heaterSteam (left). Water vapor flow across the wind tunnel 

section. The methacrylate test chamber has been removed for better visualization of the saturated air 

stream (right). 

 

 
6.4. Design and 3D printing of the prototypes 

The different prototypes were digitally sketched with the help of a design software (Fig. 21) and 

manufactured with a resin-based 3D printer (Fig. 22). Such an additive technique enabled us to 
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rapidly produce models with different shapes, filament length and geometries, interspacing, etc. These 

were then tested in the wind tunnel in order to optimise their fog water collection capabilities. 
 

Fig. 21. An illustration of the process followed during the graphic design of the different parts of the 

prototypes devised. 
 

 

Fig. 22. 3D printer (left) and drying chamber of the resin printed models (right). 
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7. Characterization of commercial screens 

As a starting point, we first characterised different commercial meshes in order to gather information about 

available screens and their design parameters: size of filaments, shading, geometry of interspaces, 

etc. (Table 1). 

 
 
 

Mesh type Opening geometry SC (%) Width (mm) Image 

Single layer Raschel Triangular 

(6x6x6 mm) 

26.5 1.25 
 

 

Double layer Raschel Irregular 78.6 1.25 
 

 

Mosquito net Squared 

(1.5x1.5 mm) 

29.6 0.25 
 

 

Metallic screen Squared 

(9x9 mm) 

9.1 0.75 
 

 

Polymeric screen Squared 

(3x3 mm) 

28.2 0.3 
 

 

 
 

Table 1. Some commercial meshes characterised and their design parameters: geometry and 

dimensions of opening interspaces, shading coefficient (SC), and filament width. 

 

 
Screens were scanned and the resulting digital images were processed in order to quantify these 

parameters (Fig. 23). One of the inconveniences detected for some commercial screens is the low 

reproducibility of their design parameters. Therefore, we also 3D printed (e.g. Raschel mesh, Fig. 24) 
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or constructed (harp-like, Fig. 25 left) some analogues of the commercial counterpart to have a better 

control over their behaviour. Some of them were tested in the wind tunnel. Although these assays were 

not systematic, this gave us the opportunity of both operating the wind tunnel with some real material 

and become familiar with this type of experiments, but also to evaluate the water collection behaviour of 

commercial screens and their limitations, such as low efficiency, clogging, re-entrainment, etc. (Fig. 25). 

We next move to design and test a FWC in order to resolve some of these limitations and others of 

traditional collectors already commented above. This is detailed in next section. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 23. Scanning of a single-layer Raschel mesh and its digital processing. 
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Fig. 24. A 3D printed analogue of a double layer Raschel mesh. 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 25. An illustration of commercial screens fog water collection behaviour in the wind tunnel and their 

limitations, such as (from left to right) reduced efficiency due to low shading coefficient, clogging, 

and drop re-entrainment back into the wind flow. 

 
 

8. Results obtained with the different 3D-printed FWC designs tested in the wind tunnel 

In order to optimize the proposed fog water collector, we need to investigate different parameters that 

affect the collection of fog water droplets. Length, diameter, geometry, angle of inclination, inter-

spacing, hydrophilicity and surface microtexture of filaments; number and distance between either in-line 

or staggered rows; slope and shape of the whole assembly are the main characteristics that may affect both 

the impaction and aerodynamical efficiencies. We decided to act upon physical and not chemical features 

of the construction material of the screen because of its final field destination, where it will be 

subjected to external harsh conditions that could affect any surface 
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chemical treatment of the filaments. For this purpose, we 3D printed an adaptable structure where to 

easily carry out sequential changes to the configuration of the devised prototypes (Fig. 26). 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 26. Versatile structure designed to accommodate the different prototypes to be tested inside the wind 

tunnel by varying the inclination of the 3D printed screens, number of rows, slope, wind attack-angle, 

etc. Top: original graphical design; bottom: final 3D printed structure inside the wind tunnel test-

chamber. 

 

 
8.1. Length, diameter, and geometry of the screen filaments 

We tested different diameters, lengths, and geometries of single filaments in order to maximize their fog 

water collection ability. Also, their surface microstructure was investigated. Both, theoretical models 

and our previous field experiments, indicate that the smaller the filament’s diameter the higher its 

collection rate. This is a direct consequence of the way fog droplets are collected by inertial impaction. An 

increase in the radius of the filament causes the air streamlines to bifurcate around the obstacle a larger 

distance ahead and therefore the probability of droplets scaping from inertial impingement increases. 

However, the size (diameter and length) of the filaments is constrained both 
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by the 3D printing technique available and by their resistance to breakage. Thus, a compromise was 

achieved between durability and collection efficiency in a series of trial-and-error experiments, 

facilitated by the 3D printing technique adopted, that permitted fast manufacturing of different 

prototypes ad hoc (Figs. 27-28; Appendix I). In addition, the filaments geometry is important for both 

impaction and aerodynamic efficiency but also structural compliance. After a series of tests in the wind 

tunnel, we arrived to a compromise of all these parameters. We finally selected 5-cm-long conical 

cylinders (0.6° conicity), 1.5 mm diameter at the base ending on an acute pointing tip. The conical shape 

provides greater stiffness than e.g. cylindrical geometries, but also a variable diameter along the filament 

that permits capture of microdroplets of different sizes. It is also aerodynamically convenient as the cross-

flow air can circulate around the cones smoothly. The strands were oriented pointing downwards, such that 

differences in the receding and advancing contact angle facilitate the displacement of the pinned drops and 

evacuation. The acute ending of the conic fibres reduces adhesion of the hanging drops at the tip and 

thus also facilitates drainage (Fig. 29). In addition, we tested if incorporating microstructure to the 

filaments surface in the form of longitudinal grooves would facilitate water channelling and evacuation, 

and therefore would increase the collection rate as it has been suggested in the bibliography (Fig. 30). 

However, this did not render significant improvements in fog water yield and therefore, for the sake of 

simplicity, we finally opted for smooth conical fibres. Finally, we also verified whether different cross-

sectional geometries of the conical filaments would affect the aerodynamics around them and therefore 

the fog water collection. We tested square, elliptical and wing-like conical shapes (Fig. 31). No meaningful 

differences in collected volumes were obtained and therefore we stuck to the original geometry (results 

not shown). 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 27. Comparison of two designed screens with different filament’s height, interspace and 

diameter. These were then 3D printed and tested inside the wind tunnel in order to find an optimum shape 

and arrangement of the filaments. 
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Fig. 28. Some examples of 3D printed screen models manufactured to evaluate the optimum geometrical 

filament parameters. 
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Fig. 29. Close-up view of a 3D printed screen inside the test chamber of the wind tunnel where attached fog 

water drops can be observed. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 30. Upper view of grooved vs. smooth conical filaments designed (top) and 3D printed (bottom) to 

evaluate the effect of surface microtexture. 
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Fig. 31. Images of filaments with different cross-sectional geometries designed to evaluate 

aerodynamical effects. From top to bottom: elliptical, squared and wing-like. 

 

 
8.2. Interspacing in a row of filaments 

A fog water collector may be visualized as an aerosol filter. The larger the separation distance 

between threads the lower the capacity of filtration, but a too dense mesh would be obstructed easily 

and thus would not let the air pass through. Therefore, a compromise between maximising both the 

impaction efficiency, by increasing the shading coefficient (SC) of the screen, and the aerodynamical 

efficiency, by reducing the coverage fraction of the conical fibres, must be achieved. Such a “sweet-spot” in 

SC was found by varying the center-to-center interspacing between filaments from 1.5 up to 8 mm, rendering 

a shading coefficient from SC=64 down to SC=12 %, respectively, and measuring the collected water volumes 

in the wind tunnel. A maximum around SC=34.8% (2.7 mm center-to-center spacing) was obtained, i.e., as 

expected, a rather dense but not too closed lattice was optimal. This maximum is reached at the cross point 

between the water yield per filament and the number of filaments in a row (Fig. 32). Numerical simulations 

confirmed that, with such shading coefficient, pressure drops are small and that the air flow crosses the 

screen with ease (Fig. 33). 
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Fig. 32. Variation in the fog water yield as a function of the shading coefficient (SC) from a widely open 

screen (left) to a closely spaced arrangement of filaments (right). Top: Solid circles correspond to the water 

collected by fibre assemblies with different interspacing, i.e. SC, and the line is the data fitting curve. 

Bottom: Yield per filament and number of filaments for different shading coefficients tested. 
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Fig. 33. Numerical simulations of a single layer screen inside the test chamber. Three-dimensional (top) and 

cross-sectional view of the trajectories, velocity and pressure fields at wind speed of 3 m s-1. Upper panels 

correspond to a screen with SC=34.8% and the lower panels to SC=64% 

 

 
8.3. Angle of inclination of the row of filaments 

Theoretical and experimental results indicate that the angle of inclination of filaments affects the fog water 

collection ability. The explanation is rather complex due to different concomitant effects. 
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Changes in the angle of attack of the wind stream affect the Stokes number, i.e. the impaction, but also the 

aerodynamic efficiency. Additionally, the drag forces exerted on the pinned drops vary depending on 

the tilting of the screen. The cross-sectional area exposed to the wind flow decreases with the angle of 

inclination and therefore presumable improvements in the collection rate of a yawed screen must be 

balanced with such a loss in collection surface. In order to test the possibility of maximising the fog water 

collection yield by inclining the screen, the optimum spacing arrangement discussed above (SC=34.8%) 

was tilted from 60° to -60° in steps of 15° with respect to the vertical in a series of experiments carried out 

in the wind tunnel (Fig. 34). Tilting the screen either in the direction of air flow (positive angle) or 

countercurrently (i.e. negative angles) decreased the water collection due to the loss in cross-sectional area 

(cf. orange and grey symbols in Fig. 35). The yield was more than 1.5-fold at ± 60° with respect to that 

obtained with the screen positioned vertically (0°), if the reduction in vertical area is corrected (orange 

symbols in Fig. 35). Small tilting angles (< 30°) did not suppose a significant reduction of fog water 

collection, despite the decline in orthogonal projected area. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 34. An inclined screen inside the wind tunnel test chamber where pinned fog water drops may be 

observed. 
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Fig. 35. Dependence of the fog water yield of the screen with the angle of inclination. Angles are referred 

with respect to the vertical (0°). Positive signs indicate orientation in the direction of the air flow while 

negative values correspond to tilting the screen counter-currently. Orange symbols refer to yields after 

correcting per cross-sectional vertical area. Top: experiments carried out with two fog systems in parallel, i.e. 

chillBooster and humiSonic, and therefore a wide range of droplet diameters (1-50 μm); bottom: 

experiments carried out solely with the humiSonic fog systems, i.e. small (1-5 μm) fog water droplets. 

 

 
8.4. Number of rows 

An arrangement of parallel fibres, as the one discussed so far, permits rapid evacuation of pinned drops 

and minimises clogging due to the absence of crosslinked intersections where water films adhere. 

However, the shading coefficient (SC) halves with respect to an intertwined screen comprising both 

vertically and horizontally oriented filaments. The impaction efficiency is affected by the SC, reaching a 

maximum beyond which aerodynamical effects come into play (Figs. 32, 33). One way of increasing the SC is 

by placing different staggered filament rows in parallel (Fig. 36). We expect that this would promote 

the impaction of droplets without significantly affecting the aerodynamical efficiency. Fog water 

droplets scaping the first row would be captured by subsequent ones further downwards and thus the 

collection of fog water may be improved. The results shown in Fig. 37 confirm this. Water yield was 1.5-times 

higher as the number of impacting screens increased from 1 up to 4. However, no much improvement was 

achieved beyond the second layer, such that the fog water collection levels off up to a plateau after this. 

Therefore, from the point of view of cost and manufacturing, more than 2-3 rows do not seem to 

represent much extra benefits. The experimental results were verified numerically via CFD simulations 

(Fig. 38). 
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Fig. 36. Designed (top) and 3D printed array of four parallel screens. 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 37. Variation in the fog water yield with the number of parallel screen rows. 
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Fig. 38. Numerical simulations of a three-layer flat screen inside the test chamber. Cross-sectional view of the 

trajectories and velocity field (top); pressure field (bottom) at wind speed of 3 m s-1. 
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8.5. Curvature of the screen 

Theoretical results indicate that the curvature of the screen affects the aerodynamics via the drag 

coefficient of a blunt object, and that concave screens are more aerodynamically efficient. 

Consequently, different C-shape geometries, either concave or convex (Fig. 39), were tested in the wind 

tunnel and yields were compared with a flat screen. Note, however, that C-shape screens have a larger 

perimeter (that is, a greater number of filaments and therefore larger shading coefficient) than a flat 

screen with equivalent frontal area perpendicular to the wind. Thus, we compared C-shape and flat 

geometries with both equal shading coefficient (SC=35%), that is, same number of filaments unequally 

spaced (Fig. 40), and with constant separation distance of filaments (2.7 mm) and therefore different 

SC=56%. The results show that, although collection yield increased with the screen curvature (either 

concave or convex), this improvement was compensated if corrected by the number of filaments (i.e., equal 

projected shading) (Fig. 41). Furthermore, a curved screen also occupies a higher ground area (diameter 

x radius), and thus it results more advantageous to cover the same space with parallel staggered flat 

screens, as discussed in the previous section. This decision was also taken based on CFD numerical 

simulations of a three-layer concentric concave arrangement (Fig. 42). 
 

 
Fig. 39. An example of a 3D-printed concave screen used to study the effect of curvature on the fog water 

yield. 
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Fig. 40. Redesign of a curved screen in order to accommodate variable separation distances between filaments 

and therefore a projected shading coefficient equivalent to a flat geometry. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 41. The effect of curvature, i.e. concave (C-VE) and convex (C-EX), with both equal (SC=35%) and non-equal 

(SC=56%) shading coefficient, with respect to a flat screen (red bar) on the fog water yield. 
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Fig. 42. Numerical simulations of a three-layer concave screen inside the test chamber. Cross-

sectional view of the trajectories and velocity field (top); pressure field (bottom) at wind speed of 3 m s-1. 
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8.6. Ladder-like arrangement of the prototype 

With all the information gathered in the multiple experiments carried out and discussed in previous 

sections, we designed a prototype of the fog water collector that includes the optimal features of the 

different aspects investigated: shading, number of screens, inclination, curvature, etc. As already 

commented in section 4, a ladder-like 3D-structure was proposed in order to solve many of the 

inconveniences of traditional FWC. However, in order to be able to test this 3D prototype inside the wind 

tunnel, some modifications had to be carried out in the test chamber. In particular, the lower 

methacrylate side of the chamber had to be replaced by some kind of collecting surface that permits 

channelling all the water dripping from the 3D ladder. We opted for an inclined ramp that drips into a gutter 

below. Firstly, we carried out different numerical simulations, in order to study the effect of this new 

element on the air flow and what disposition of the ramp would be the least disturbing (Fig. 43). 
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Fig. 43. Numerical simulations to investigate the flow disturbance as a consequence of modifications of the 

lower side of the wind tunnel test chamber. From top to bottom: pyramidal, skewed pyramid, flat and 

inclined. Final design fabricated based on the simulations. 
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The simulations indicated that a ramp inclined in the direction of the air current and open at the other 

end would be the least flow disturbing disposition. A flap was added on the final end to facilitate the 

dripping of water into the gutter below (Fig. 44). 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 44. Detail of collecting ramp, dripping in the gutter below, fabricated to replace the lower side of the 

test chamber in the wind tunnel. 

 

 
After these modifications in the wind tunnel chamber, we proceed to test the FWC prototypes. We 

designed and 3D printed different versions by varying the number of parallel rows (1-3) and the 

inclination of the filaments (perpendicular versus 45°) in order to evaluate their performance (Fig. 45). 
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Fig. 45. Examples of the different FWC prototypes designed and 3D printed. 
 
 

After many iterations we arrived to a final i-FWC prototype that includes many of the optimal 

features of the tested designs combined with simplicity and robustness of the structure: a multilayer of 

vertical conical filaments supported by an open frame (Fig. 46). 
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Fig. 46. From top to bottom: final FWC prototype designed, 3D printed and tested in the wind tunnel. 
 
 

The prototype was tested in the tunnel (Fig. 46) at different wind speeds and efficiencies were 

estimated to be 10-20% with a maximum at 5 m s-1 (Fig. 47) 
 

 

Fig. 47. Variation with the wind speed of the fog water yield (blue squares; right hand side axis) and efficiency 

(orange circles; left hand side axis) of the FWC prototype inside the wind tunnel. 
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9. Moving from the lab to the field: construction of the i-FWC 

The 3D printing technique permitted us to rapidly fabricate ad hoc prototypes to test their 

performance in the lab. Once a final design was achieved, moving from the small-scale laboratory “toy” 

FWC to larger field deployable collectors is challenging. Issues of large-scale production, cost, material 

availability, viable manufacturing method, etc. arise, then. This was a long process of searching, 

consulting and testing with different companies that took us over two months of work. A summary of the 

different possibilities evaluated is included in Appendix IV. We arrived to the final conclusion that 

commercial metallic anti-clogging meshes employed in the food, mining quarry, and aggregate processing 

industries would be a viable alternative that meet our requirements: certain degree of ad hoc fabrication, 

resistance to harsh conditions, contained cost, commercial availability, etc. Anti-clogging screen meshes are 

made of horizontally crimped round wires of different spacing geometry and filament dimensions. The in-

catalogue screen that closely matched our 3D printed prototype was that with a rectangular mesh 

opening (2.25 mm x 50 mm) and cylindrical filaments 

∅=1.5 mm (Fig. 48). 

 

 

 

Fig. 48. Anti-clogging metallic screen selected for the construction of the field deployable i-FWC. 
 
 

A similar arrangement to that of the anti-clogging screen was hand-made using an array of metallic 

filaments and was tested in the wind tunnel, in order to evaluate its overall performance, and in 

particular the fact that metallic and not resin-based material may have different wetting behaviour (Fig. 

49). 
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Fig. 49. Wind tunnel experiment with an equivalent arrangement of metallic strings to that of the anti-

clogging screen. 

 

 
Once we confirmed a satisfactory behaviour of this type of metallic material, we plan to build the i-FWC 

for field deployment by either sectioning or folding the anti-clogging screen to arrive to the design 

originally envisioned (Fig. 1). The process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 50. 

 
 
 

Fig. 50. Schematic illustration of the process to be followed for building the final deployable i-FWC. 
 
 

The structural design of the i-FWC has been based on biomimetics principles and, in particular, the fog 

basking capabilities of the Namib desert beetles. We have also taken into consideration issues 
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related to its easy-deployment in the field, self-ground-sustenance and portability, so we have built a structure 

that is removable and light to carry (Fig. 51). 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 51. Design and construction of the support structure of the i-FWC. 



 

 

   
 
 

10. Chronogram 

The chronogram of the different activities described in the previous sections is summarised below. 
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11. Further considerations about the field display of alternative FWC systems 

As it is generally the case in research, development and innovation (R+D+I), first prototypes are 

expensive and economically non-viable for large display numbers until mass-production and 

automation reduce costs significantly. The anti-clogging screen used in the i-FWC has a cost of about 

200€/m2. With the budget assigned to ICIA and ULL for the construction of the i-FWC it is not feasible to 

scale this up to cover a large 10-100 m2 surface. Thus a few modular scalable prototypes will be 

tested in the field. Alternatively, we have explored other possibilities to improve traditional 

methods of fog water collection that use two-dimensional screens such as Raschel and mosquito 

nets. After reviewing the scientific bibliography, we have found that 3D volumetric screens (Fig. 52), 

generally used in soil erosion control and prevention 

(https://www.controlerosion.es/productos/mallas-volumetricas), exhibit higher fog water 

collection yields and better performance than traditional meshes. Their cost is significantly lower 

(3 €/m2) than the anti-clogging screen and, thus, large scale deployment is economically feasible. 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 52. Volumetric screens used for soil erosion and that will be deployed in the field for FWC. 
 
 

Therefore, we intend to use these volumetric screens, as an economic alternative to the other FWC 

systems, in different setups deployed in the field: 

1. The mosquito screen of one of the large-scale FWC already deployed in the field will be 

replaced by the 3D screen and connected to the irrigation system. Water volumes will be 

monitored to compare fog capture yields. 

 
2. Metallic screens already deployed for protection of plantains from predators will be filled 

in with the anti-erosion mesh. This serves two purposes: one, to increase the potential of 

fog collection of these rudimentary systems; two, to reduce water losses due to insolation 

by providing additional shading and sheltering. Laurisilva trees are adapted to 

umbrophilous foggy environments and therefore their growth would not be presumably 

affected by the associated reduction in radiation provided by the volumetric screen. A 

series of predator-protection systems will be filled with the volumetric screen and 

growth/survival of plantains without additional shedding compared. 

http://www.controlerosion.es/productos/mallas-volumetricas)
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3. Finally, a series of medium size trees will be used as a natural support structure for 

hanging the volumetric 3D screen in order to investigate their fog capabilities without the 

need of an additional mounting structure and therefore as an alternative FWC system 

that further reduce costs, its visual and environmental impact. 

 

 

12. Issues and drawbacks 

Issues related to the initial timetable schedule are commented next. The acquisition of the new 

instrumentation for the wind tunnel (section 6.2-6.4) was delayed due to its specificities and scarce 

number of suppliers, together with the difficulties associated with delivering to this EU outermost 

region, the Canary Islands, and its own custom system. Thus, we decided to initiate, in the meantime, 

some of the field experiments originally envisioned. This also made sense, since the process for 

contracting the engineer specifically hired for the project as a support for the wind tunnel 

experiments was delayed for bureaucratic reasons. The different administrations involved made 

the personnel hiring a rather slow procedure. A proposal about the necessity of hiring an engineer 

for the project was made on November the 3rd 2020. However, the final incorporation did not 

take place until 1st July 2021. Therefore, it was considered more appropriate to reschedule the 

wind tunnel tests (section 8) until both instrumentation and the personnel involved were 

available, and move forward by initiating the field testing of screens at the Taborno field experimental 

site, instead (section 5). This, together with the large amounts of experiments undertaken (Appendix 

I-III) and issues related with the fine tunning of the wind tunnel operation (e.g. section 6.3), have 

delayed the final deployment of the i-FWC. To this respect, our experience has shown that the initial 

proposal of September 2021 for this deliverable was rather unrealistic. Furthermore, moving from 

the lab to the final fabrication of the i-FWC has been also a challenge. We have contacted many 

companies and explored multiple industrial techniques (Appendix IV) that would permit us to 

fabricate the i-FWC in large numbers at a reasonable cost. The aforementioned geographic location 

of the islands has made this process even more challenging. Consequently, the construction and field 

deployment of a pilot set of i-FWC has been scheduled for April-June 2022 as indicated in the 

chronogram below. 

 

13. Rescheduling of the activities 
 

 
As indicated in the 2020-2022 chronogram above, the wind tunnel optimization of the i-FWC 

prototype was almost concluded by December 2021 (some final refinements were made in parallel 

during January-March 2022) and, therefore, our expectations were to initiate in early 2022 the 

fabrication and field testing of the fog catchers. However, we soon found that moving from a small-

scale 3D printed “toy” prototype to the industrial manufacturing of the real-size i-FWC was 

challenging. It took us three months to contact many companies and explore multiple industrial 

techniques that would permit us to fabricate the i-FWC in large numbers at a reasonable cost (details 

are provided in Appendix IV). This caused further delays in the initial schedule. As a result of this long 

search and evaluation process we arrived to the conclusion that the more viable alternative was 

the sectioning of anti-clogging metallic screens as described in section 9 above. We have 

therefore rescheduled the activities during 2022 according to the chronogram below. A first real-

size i-FWC is to be ready before the end of June 
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2022. It will be deployed and tested for small structural improvements in a nearby plot at ICIA 

facilities. These modifications will be incorporated in the final design. Mass production at ICIA 

mechanical workshop will follow during July. Field deployment in Gran Canaria has been 

scheduled during august. From September on data will be gather about their performance (as 

detailed in deliverable entitled “i-FWCs monitoring protocols”). Although we are aware of the 

delays that have occurred, we must stress that innovation inherently entails a certain level of 

uncertainty when undertaking evaluation and manufacturing processes that had not been 

carried out ever before. 
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APPENDIX I: SUMMARY OF MESH GEOMETRIES DESIGNED 

AND PROTOTYPED UNTIL 03/31/2022 
Until ID-47, the prototypes shown were intended to be part of the iteration process of validation, until a satisfactory geometry and performance are reached. 

 
From ID-48, the prototypes shown are part of the viability process we carried out with several manufacturing / engineering / prototyping companies in order to reach 

the large industrial scale production for the final validated prototype. 

 

PROTOTYPE ID DATE OF 

DESIGN 

DATE OF 1ST 

MANUFACTURING 

PROTOTYPE DATA 

1 6th 

august 

9th august Cylindrical filaments 

Diameter: 1 mm 

Spacing between centres: 1 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

2 9th 

august 

12th august Cylindrical filaments 

Diameter: 1 mm 

Spacing between centres: 2 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

Ninety filaments 

Frontal surface exposed to the wind: 50 mm x 

180 mm 

3 13th 

august 

13th august Cylindrical filaments 

Diameter: 1 mm 

Spacing between centres: 10 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 



 

 

 
 
 

   Frontal surface exposed to the wind: 50 mm x 

180 mm 

4 13th 

august 

17th august Cylindrical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm 

Diameter: 0.5 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

Frontal surface exposed to the wind: 50 mm x 

180 mm 

5 18th 

august 

19th august Conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm 

Tip diameter: 0.5 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

Frontal surface exposed to the wind: 50 mm x 

180 mm 

6 18th 

august 

19th august Conical grooved filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm 

Tip diameter: 0.5 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

Frontal surface exposed to the wind: 50 mm x 

180 mm 

7 25th 

august 

26th august Conical filaments 

Structural modification of ID 6 



 

 

 
 
 

8 8th 

Septem 

ber 

8th September Conical filaments 

Structural modification of ID 6 

9 24th 

Septem 

ber 

27th September Conical grooved filaments 

Structural modification of ID8 

10 11th 

October 

11th October Conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 2 mm 

Base diameter: 1 mm 

Tip diameter: 0.5 mm 

Filament height: 70 mm 

11 13th 

October 

13th October Conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm 

Base diameter: 1 mm / 1.2 mm / 1.5 mm 

Tip diameter: 0.5 mm /0.68 mm/1 mm 

12 18th 

October 

18th October Conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm / 4 mm / 6 

mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm 

Tip diameter: 1 mm 

13 20th 

October 

20th October Cylindrical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm 

Diameter: 1 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 



 

 

 
 
 

14 20th 

October 

20th October Cylindrical filaments Spacing 

between centres: Diameter: 

1.5 mm Filament height: 50 

mm 

15 20th 

October 

21st October Conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm 

Tip diameter: 1 mm 

Filament height: 35 mm 

16 20th 

October 

21st October Conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm 

Tip diameter: 1 mm 

Filament height: 40 mm 

17 22nd 

October 

22nd October Conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm 

Tip diameter: 0 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

18 25th 

October 

26th October Conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 3 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 



 

 

 
 
 

19 28th 

October 

28th October Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 2 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

20 28th 

October 

28th October Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 2.5 mm Base 

diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

21 28th 

October 

28th October Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 4 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

22 28th 

October 

28th October Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 5 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 



 

 

 
 
 

23 2nd 

Novemb 

er 

2nd November Square-shaped conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 4 mm 

Base side: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate side: 0.52 mm at 47 mm height Tip 

side: 0.41 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

24 2nd 

Novemb 

er 

2nd November Elliptical - shaped conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 4 mm 

Ellipse base measurements: 1.5 mm and 2.2 mm 

Ellipse intermediate measurements: 0.52 mm 

and 1.21 mm 

Ellipse tip measurements: 1.1 mm and 0.4 

mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

25 2nd 

Novemb 

er 

2nd November Wing - shaped conical filaments 

Spacing between centres: 4 mm 

Wing base measurements: 1.5 mm and 2.2 mm 

Wing intermediate measurements: 0.52 mm 

and 1.21 mm 

Wing tip measurements: 1.1 mm and 0.4 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

26 3rd 

Novemb 

er 

4th November Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 2.2 mm Base 

diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 



 

 

 
 
 

   Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

27 3rd 

Novemb 

er 

4th November Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 2.4 mm Base 

diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

28 3rd 

Novemb 

er 

4th November Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 2.7 mm Base 

diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

29 18th 

Novemb 

er 

18th November Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 1.5 mm Base 

diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

30 22nd 

Novemb 

er 

22nd November Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 8 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 



 

 

 
 
 

   Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

31 25th 

Novemb 

er 

25th November Conical filaments: 

Spacing between centres: 2.5 mm Base 

diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

32 26th 

Novemb 

er 

29th November Conical filaments arranged in a half circle 

Between centres tangential spacing: 3.4 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

Number of filaments: 69 

33 30th 

Novemb 

er 

1st December Conical filaments arranged in a half circle 

Between centres tangential spacing: 3.4 mm 

Base diameter: 1.5 mm at 0 mm height 

Intermediate diameter: 0.52 mm at 47 mm 

height 

Tip diameter: 0 mm at 50 mm 

Filament height: 50 mm 

Number of filaments: 89 



 

 

 
 
 

34 2nd 

Decemb 

er 

2nd December Squared mesh (similar to mosquito net) 

Filament width: 0.75 mm 

Spacing: 2.7 mm squared 

35 2nd 

Decemb 

er 

2nd December Squared mesh (similar to mosquito net) 

Filament width: 0.75 mm 

Spacing: 5.4 mm squared 

36 7th 

Decemb 

er 

7th December Squared mesh (similar to mosquito net) 

Filament width: 0.75 mm 

Spacing: 4 mm squared 

37 7th 

Decemb 

er 

7th December Squared mesh (similar to mosquito net) 

Filament width: 0.75 mm 

Spacing: 7 mm squared 

38 9th 

Decemb 

er 

9th December Raschel mesh. 

Same measures as the one tested in august 

2021 

39 13th 

Decemb 

er 

13th December Double raschel mesh. 

Same measures as the one tested in august 

2021 

40 14th 

Decemb 

er 

15th December Innovative fog collector V0.1 



 

 

 
 
 

    

 

41 17th 

Decemb 

er 

17th December Innovative fog collector V0.1.2. Evolution of 

the first conceptual design with material 

reduction for cost and aerodynamic 

purposes. 
 

 

42 20th 

Decemb 

er 

20th December Innovative fog collector V0.1.2.1. 



 

 

 
 
 

    

 

43 21th 

Decemb 

er 

21th December Innovative fog collector V0.1.2.1-2. Short 

filaments grouped in groups of three rows - 

staggered and aligned. 
 

 

44 16th 

January 

17th January Innovative fog collector V0.1.3.1. Lighter and 

prepared structure for lab tests. 

Perpendicular - to - surface 50 mm long 

filaments. Prototype sent to Eyser Hidráulica to 

evaluate viability. 



 

 

 
 
 

    

 

45 16th 

January 

17th January Innovative fog collector V0.1.3.1-2. Vertical 

filaments. Lighter structure than previous 

designs. Prototype sent to Eyser Hidráulica to 

evaluate viability. 
 

 

46 20th 

january- 

27th 

January 

28th January Innovative fog collector V0.1.4. Design 

validated in laboratory as successful for the 

project's objectives. 



 

 

 
 
 

    

 
 

 

47 16th 

Februar 

y 

18th February Same design as ID46, but with larger conical 

filaments (50 mm vs 70 mm). 

 

48 to 65 22nd 

Februar 

22nd February to 

4th march 

Structural modifications of ID-46 to comply 

with the technical requirements of the 



 

 

 
 
 

 y to 4th 

march 

 prototyping machinery and manufacturing 

processes available at Protolabs. 

(BARCELONA) 

66 22nd 

Februar y 

to 9th 

march 

22nd February to 

9th march 

Structural modifications of ID-46 to comply 

with the technical requirements of the 

prototyping machinery and manufacturing 

processes available at NORT3D . 

(PONTEVEDRA) 

67 4th 

march 

to 25th 

march 

4th march to 25th 

march 

Structural modifications of ID-46 to comply 

with the technical requirements of the 

prototyping machinery and manufacturing 

processes available at INEO. (BARCELONA) 

68 - 69 4th 

march 

to 18th 

march 

4th march to 18th 

march 

Structural modifications of ID-46 to comply 

with the technical requirements of the 

prototyping machinery and manufacturing 

processes available at SODEINTEC. 

(VALENCIA) 

70 - 71 3rd 

march 

to 31st 

march 

3rd march to 31st 

march 

Structural modifications of ID-46 to comply 

with the technical requirements of the 

prototyping machinery and manufacturing 

processes available at CAROTEX CEPILLOS. 

(BARCELONA) 

72 4th 

march 

to 31st 

march 

4th march to 31st 

march 

Structural modifications of ID-46 to comply 

with the technical requirements of the 

prototyping machinery and manufacturing 

processes available at BLIMBLIM (TENERIFE) 



 

 

 
 
 

73 4th 

march 

to 18th 

march 

4th march to 18th 

march 

Structural modifications of ID-46 to comply 

with the technical requirements of the 

prototyping machinery and manufacturing 

processes available at 3DITALO (GRAN 

CANARIA) 



 

 

 
 

APPENDIX II: SUMMARY OF VERSIONS OF THE INNOVATIVE COLLECTOR 

PROTOTYPE 

V0: USED AS A DEMONSTRATION FOR THE LIFE NIEBLAS 2ND STEERING MONITORING COMMITTEE 

 

V0.1 AND V0.1.2 



 

 

 
 
 

 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

V0.1.2-2 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

V0.1.2.1-2 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

V0.1.2.2-2 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

V0.1.3.1 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

V0.1.4. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

APPENDIX III: SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS AND EXPERIMENTAL 

RESULTS OF THE PROTOTYPE VALIDATED IN THE LABORATORY. MODEL 

V0.1.4. 
Placement in Test Chamber and Prototype Data 

● Volume occupied by the prototype: 253 mm x 180 mm x 51.5 mm 

● Filaments: 

o Geometry: Conical. 

o Base diameter: 1.5 mm 

o Tip diameter: 0 mm 

o Taper angle: 0.86º 

o Centre to centre spacing: 2.7 mm 

o Filaments per row: 67 



 

 

 

 

● Number of rows: 20 

● Row to row spacing: 13 mm 

● Row disposition: Aligned (not staggered). 

● Overall number of filaments: 1340 

● Shadow Coefficient per row: 28% 

● Attack angle as shown in the photography: 33 degrees 

● Material: Anycubic UV Eco Resin 

o Colour: Translucent green 

o UV wavelength: 355-410 nm 

● Manufacturing / prototyping method: 3D SLA printing. 
 

Results Obtained in Laboratory 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

CFD Drag Coefficient Studies 



 

 

Goal Name Unit Value Averaged Value Minimum Valu Maximum Valu Progress [‘h] Use In Conver8ence Delta Criteria 

Goal Name Unit Value Averaged Value Minimum Valu Maximum Valu Progress [%] Mse In corv•r8en • Delta Criteria 

Goal Name Unit Value Averaged Value Minimum Halu Maximum Halu Progress [9t] Use In conv•r8•n°• Delta Criteria 

 

 

CHAMBER WITH PROTOTYPE V0.1.4.SLDASM [V= 4 m/s] 
 
 

FX NORMAL PARTE DELANTERA [N] -O,OBDD948 -0,079B3Z449 -D,DB0107543 -O,O79344Z42 1DD Ye s 0,DDD7633OZ 0,00I536121 

FxnoR»L P RTET sEtu\ [«i -o,ozsB4041 -o,Ois904461 -D,D16Ou4y7 -o,ozs7ssB3 1DD Yes 0,DDD249593 0,0012B579B 

PRESION MEDIA PARTE DELANTE [Pa] 101333,6B59 101333,65D3 1D1333,S796 101333,6BB1 1DD Yes 0,1DB489IS3 0,16761B442 

PRESION MEDIA PARTETRASERA [Pa] 101322,S146 101322,5D47 1D1322,487S 101322,S264 1DD Yes 0,D3BB5SB74 0,202S01B41 
DRAG COEFFTCTENT [N] -0,6823D288 -0,680B85474 -D,6B2796441 -0,6777B6S66 1DD Ye S 0,DD5009B75 0,01B12B195 

 
 

CHAMBER WITH PROTOTYPE V0.1.4.SLDASM  [V= 5 m/s] 
 

Goal Name Unit Halue Averaged Value Minimum Halu Maximum Halu Progress ['X] Use In Convergence Delta Criteria 

FX NORMAL PARTE DELAN”ERA  fN] -D,1242141B -0,124D23336 -D,1243687D* -0,1233463B7 100 "es 0,00102Z322 0,00Z421346 
FX NDRMAL PARTE *RASERA [N] -D,DZ49TT3 -D,D24932631 -D,D2505B6D1 -D,D247B33Z6     

PRESION MEDIA PARSE DELANTE£ fPa1 1D133B,S027 10133B,4708 10133B,3718 10133B,SIS6 100 "es 0,144297532 0,26D362963 

PRESION MEDIA PAR+ETRASERA fPa1 1D1321,0906 101321,0877 101321,06BE 101321,1109 100 "es 0,042092239 0,317D67372 

DRAG COEFFTCTENT [N] -0,67B7B31 -O,67BD1UZ3 -D,679365 -O,675D44309     

 
 

CHAMBER WITH PROTOTYPE VO.1.4.SLDASM [V= 6 m/s] 
 
 

FX NORMAL PARTE DELAN*ERA [N ] -O,Z7B3 6557 - 0,17BOD2274 - 0,17B46D33 B - D,17699Z9B6 ZOO Yes 0,DD146B352 0,003452043 

FX NORIVIAL PARTE *RASERA [N] -0,03596I5S -0,035991048 -0,036226447 -D,D3579B483 100 "es 0,DD0427963 0,0029D9569 

PREsIo Eolx P R E oEL TE [Paj 1o1344,4171 1o1344,z66 1O1344,z1zs 1o13 t,4azz 100 "es 0,Z1B774794 0,370754297 

PRESION MEDIA PARSE TRASERA [Pa] 101319,356B 101319,3S25 101319,3153 101319,3B26 100 "es 0,D67272S12 0,45B24633 

DRAG COEFFICIENT 

Iterations [ I: 88 Analysis 

interval: 44 

[N] -0,67748213 -0,6764Z69B6 -0,677605661 -D,673210723 100 "es 0,DD439493B 0,01BD199B2 

CHAMBER WITH PROTOTYPE V0.1.4.SLDASM [V= 7 m/s] 
 
 

FX NORMAL PARTE DELAN+ERA [N] -0,24211505 -0,24IS170BB -0,242ISB41B -D,2404351B2 100 "es 0,DD17I523S 0,0046B916 

FX NORMAL PARTE+RASERA [N] -0,04894406 -0,0489621BB -0,04919S993 -0,04879Z65 100 "es 0,DD0403343 0,0039S1367 

PRESION MEDIA PARSE DELANTE [Pa] 1013S1,3B2B 101351,3021 101351,1314 1013S1,3B52 100 "es 0,253724127 0,S0316753S 

PRESION MEDIA PAR+ETRASERA [Pa] 101317,3193 101317,3167 101317,Z796 101317,343 100 "es 0,D633B111B 0,62Z3453S 

DRAG COEFFICIENT 

 
Analysis interval: 44 

[N] -0,6759S243 -0,6746B5B25 -0,6760BB404 -D,6719B76R4 100 "es D,D0410071 0,01799B993 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Conclusions: 

● Drag coefficient for worst case scenarios: from 0.674 to 0.696 (wind velocity dependent value). 



 

 

 
 

APPENDIX IV: LIST OF COMPANIES CONTACTED TO 

MANUFACTURE THE INNOVATIVE PROTOTYPE 
Company Location Manufacturin 

g Method 

Specifications 

Asked 

Company 

Answer 

Comments on 

this 

Infographic 

media 

Manufacturin 

g cost for this 

tech 

DC/DC Santa Cruz - No specs I do not know Company None - 

DIGITAL CO de Tenerife  asked, just any discarded. We   

DESIGN   advice about companies. moved on into   

   companies We work the a major search   

   with technical prototyping of external   

   capability to phase, but not production   

   manufacture mass services.   

   our production.    

   prototypes at     

   a large     

   industrial     

   scale.     

ITC Santa Cruz 3D printing in Conical They help us Company None - 

(Instituto de Tenerife polymers or filaments of to investigate discarded. We   

Tecnológico Las Palmas metal alloys. 1.5 mm at the and give us a kept looking   

de de Gran  base and 0 contact of a for external   

Canarias) Canaria  mm at the company manufacturing   

(From 17   top involved in services.   

Jan to 3 feb)   50 mm in this type of    

   height projects, Eyser    

    Hidráulica.    

 



 

 

 
 
 

    Also,   we 

contacted the 

prototyping 

staff, but the 

manufacturin g

 of our 

prototype was 

not viable. 

   

BCN3D 
(From 25 
Jan to 11 
feb) 

Barcelona 3D FDM 

PRINTING 

** Non-viable 

with this 

technology. 

The  FDM 

printer's 

extruder would 

print  each 

spike 

separately, 

lengthening 

print times 

exponentially. 

None - 

EYSER Las Palmas Nylon Conical None At first they None 32€/unit? 
HIDRÁULIC de Gran Selective Laser filaments of  gave us a   

A 
(from 28 jan 

Canaria Sintering (SLS) 1.5 mm at the 
base   and 0 

 budget of 
€32/unit but 

  

to 8 feb)   mm at the  from then on   

   top  they dragged   

     their feet and   

     did not answer   

     any   

     communicatio   

     n channel.   



 

 

 
 
 

PROTOLABS 
(from 22 feb 
to 4 mar) 

Barcelona Nylon Selective 

Laser Sintering 

(SLS) 

** Tolerances 

below the 

admissible 

Finally, the 

company   is 

discarded due 

to the high 

number  of 

iterations, and 

the fact that 

our functional 

design 

surpasses their 

manufacturing 

capabilities. 

- - 

  
Direct Metal 

Laser Sintering 

(DMLS) 

** Tolerances 

below the 

admissible 

- - 

  
Resin SLA ** Tolerances 

below the 

admissible 

- - 

  
Injection 

molding 

** Tolerances 

below the 

admissible 

- - 

SODEINTEC 
(From 4 mar 
to 18 mar) 

Valencia Resin SLA ** We would 

need the 

updated files 

in stl, stp or 

igs format. it 

must  be 

considered 

that the tip 

will end with a 

thickness   of 

0.6mm 

With the 

number of 

tips  and size 

After attaching 

specific 

conditions  to 

obtain  the 

budget, we are 

still waiting for 

the  budget 

since March 8. 

A follow-up 

email was sent 

on March 17. 

Finally,  the 

budget 

obtained   is 

- - 



 

 

 
 
 

    of the tips, 

they will not 

fill  properly 

with material 

during  the 

casting 

process. 

exorbitant and 

unaffordable 

(€1000/unit for 

100 pieces) 

  

INEO Barcelona FDM ** "In FDM 

(filament 

extrusion) we 

have not been 

able to 

manufacture 

it, since the 

thread 

extruder stops 

and starts at 

each  skewer 

and is very 

poorly done" 

Finally,   by 

modifying the 

geometry   of 

the tines, a 

printable 

nylon 

structure has 

To print the 

equivalent  of 

10 collectors 

by this method 

with  shipping 

to the Canary 

Islands, it 

would cost us 

approximately 

10,000 euros. 

 
Conclusion: 

unfeasible 

None - 



 

 

 
 
 

    been 

achieved. 

   

  Nylon SLS ** “In laser 

sintering (SLS) 

the spikes are 

40 mm high 

and        very 

weak;    they 

should start 

with a 

diameter of 3 

or 4 mm and 

end at 2 or 3 

mm” 

On March 11, a 

structural 

modification 

has been sent 

in which the 

measurements 

are slightly 

extended,   to 

check if they 

meet   the 

minimum 

structural 

resistance 

requirements 

for  their 

manufacture. 

On 25th 

march,    they 

attached the 

new budget for 

Nylon. 

 

 

10822 € for 60 

pieces, 

equivalent to 6 

fog collectors. 

 
Unfeasible. 

  
SLA ** “In SLA they 

have turned 

out well, but 

very fragile; In 

addition, they 

will not 

withstand the 

sun at more 

than 30 ºC” 

 

 

- 

3DITALO Las Palmas 

de Gran 

Canaria 

FDM ** The company 

considered 

that FDM 

prototyping 

would  be 

Conclusion: 

company 

discarded 

- - 



 

 

 
 
 

    suitable   for 

our needs, 

however,  we 

answered 

them to see if 

they  could 

make use of 

other   tech. 

Finally,   they 

only could 

help us with 

FDM. 

   

BLIMBLIM San 

Cristóbal 

de La 

Laguna 

From what 

they say in the 

first email, it 

seems that the 

only means 

they have is 

FDM. 

** 
 

A priori  it 

seems just as 

unfeasible as 

the rest of the 

companies 

that have FDM 

- - 

NORT3D Pontevedra SLS / SLA ** 
    

CAROTEX 
CEPILLOS 

Barcelona Manufacture 

of brushes. 

Its geometry 

and 

manufacturing 

method seem 

to  fit our 

needs. 

We propose 

cylindrical 

threads  (the 

only material 

geometry 

they  have) 

manufactured 

in PP and/or 

"Good 

morning, Mr. 

Carlos, 

I am attaching 

a photo of a 

hand-drilled 

test (it is not 

perfect) but it 

At first, they 

tell us that the 

only way to 

manufacture 

our 

requirements 

is by hand at 

 

 

First budget: 

1000€/unit 



 

 

 
 
 

   nylon, and 

dimensions 

remarkably 

close to ours. 

is to see if it is 

more or less 

as you would 

like. 

As you can 

see, it can be 

done, but 

inserting 

3,000 

hand-inserted 

filaments is 

very 

expensive. 

More or less 

for a 

200x500mm 

job it would 

be around 

€1000/unit. 

Would you 

like to 

continue?" 

It could only 

be cheaper if 

the brush 

were with 

tufts inserted, 

since then it is 

done by 

machine." 

an unfeasible 

cost. 

  



 

 

 
 
 

GARHEM 
3D 

San 

Cristóbal 

de La 

Laguna 

3D Printing 

service 

** By phone they 

tell us that 

they do not 

have        the 

means to 

make large 

pieces  and 

batches. They 

refer us  to 

companies 

such as Eyser 

Hidráulica 

(moulds and 

laser sintering) 

and Mecan 

(machining) 

Eyser Hidráulica 

does not 

respond to 

communicatio n 

routes, and as 

for Mecan, it 

could only and 

theoretically 

make us  a 

mould, but it is 

useless if you 

do not have a 

company that 

does  the 

plastic 

injection. 

- - 

ALFREDO 
LIMONA 
S.A. 

Terrassa 

(Barcelona 

) 

Manufacture 

of industrial 

brushes 

     

FABLAB  - 
UNIVERSITY 
OF LA 
LAGUNA 

San 

Cristóbal 

de La 

Laguna 

Design, 

prototyping 

and 

manufacturing 

service. 

None. 

 
Meeting  to 

exchange 

ideas and find 

alternatives 

to the 

technical 

limitations to 

They confirm 

something of 

which we 

were 

practically 

sure. With 3D 

printing 

methods, 

conducting 

   



 

 

 
 
 

   manufacture 

our 

innovative 

collector. 

industrial-scal 

e production 

is unfeasible. 

   

NUBA 
SCREENING 
MEDIA 

Madrid Screening mesh 

supplier 

The most 

similar 

characteristic s 

to ** 

They offer us 

a 1m x 10m 

mesh with 

1.25mm 

diameter wire 

with a 1.5mm 

x 50mm span. 

Purchase 

procedure and 

shipping in 

process 

- 1317.42 € 

No shipping 

costs included 

No  custom 

costs included 

MALLAS 
DMR 

Barcelona They offer us 

AISI 304 mesh 

10 m x 1 m 

light 

2.25x50mm Ø 

1.5mm 

- 1920 € 

No shipping 

costs included 

No  custom 

costs included 



 

 

 


